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Abstract 

A configurable chip for binary morpholpgical and 
temolate m a t c h  o~erations is presented here. The 
chip was designed based on FPGA design 
methodologies and fabricated in 0.8 ,um CMOS Gate 
Array technology. The TMPSXSTIM is able to 
process maximum 1024x1024 pixels binary image 
with 5x5 template size in a speed of 200 ns per pixel 
at I0 MHz clock rates. Two or more processors can 
be configured into 4 parallel confi-atrations make this 
processor able to perform a broad range of 
morphological and template matching operations. 

1 Introduction 

Using two processors, configured in parallel, the chip 
has been tested to perform various types of 

The TMPSXSTIM is a configurable processor for 
binary morphological and template matching 
operations. The chips are shown in Figure 1. 

The main processing unit of the TMPSXSTIM 
consists of array of processing element implemented 
in semi systolic architecture [I]. Sixteen templates 
can be downloaded into the processor at once, so 
template replacement can be done very fast. The 
processor has two image buffers as a source and 
destination buffer. The data are written and read from 
image buffer using asynchronous handshaking 
protocol. Processor's configuration and operation are 
controlled by setting its instruction registers. The 
processor can be configured into six parallel 
configurations, make it enable to perform a broad 
range of morphological and template matching 
operations. 

The prototype of processor was designed in the 
FPGA technology and done in the schematic level. 
The design requires 10.000 logic gates to implement 
all processor architecture. After verification steps, 
the design is transferred into 0.8 ,um CMOS Gate 
Array technology. Using this technology, processor 
performance can be improved to 10 MHz clock rates. 

Figure 1 TMPSXSTlM Chips 

morphological image processing operations such as 
erosion, dilation, thinning, pruning, opening, closing, 
etc. 

2 Processor Architecture 

The processor consists of seven main blocks, that are 
line delay circuit, processing unit, ternplateldon't care 
buffers, output mode, switch matrix, image buffer 
controller, and instruction registers. There are also 
several input-output ports as illustrated in Figure 2. 
These blocks perform the following functions: 

+ Line Delay Circuit 
Line delay circuit is used to generate 5 by 5 
neighbourhood data for the processing unit. Data 
input come from the source image buffer in raster 
scan format. Line delay circuit consists of four 
25 1-bits internal FIFO buffers that can be used to 
process maximum 256x256 pixels image size. For 
larger image size, it must use external FIFO 
buffers that consist of two 1024x4-bit bi- 
directional RAMS. The line delay circuit also 
supply delayed image data for the output mode 
block. 



+ Processing Unit 
Processing unit consists of 105 processing 
elements configured in semi-systolic array 
architecture in which similarity measurement 
between template and image is determined. 
Similarity measure (SM) between template g and 
image f in image area A can be expressed as [I]: 

with: f ' and g ' are complement of f and g 
respectively. The similarity-measure is controlled 
by setting an appropriate value to the thresholder 
element. 

+ TemplateIDon't Care Buffers 
Sixteenth 5x5-pixels templates can be stored in 
templateldon't-care buffers at once. Template 
selection is done by the instruction register. 
Smaller template size is enabled by inserting don't 
care data in don't-care register. 

+ Output Mode 
Output mode is used to select a combinational 
function (AND, OR, XOR, difference, etc.) 
between processed data, delayed (original) data, 
andlor output data from other processors, or just 
pass one of them without any combinational 
function. Output mode consists of seven modes for 
single processing operations, nine modes for 
parallel processing operations, and one mode for 
parallel thinning operation. Output mode selection 
is done by the instruction register. 

Switch Matrix 

determine which data will be send to the line delay 
circuit, from image buffer or from parallel port (in 
the parallel mode). 

+ Image Buffer Controller 
Image buffer controller is used to control read- 
write process in the image buffers, that is as a 
source or destination buffer. This controller also 
has responsibility to distribute enable signals to the 
line delay circuit and to the processing unit. 

+ Instruction Registers 
Instruction registers are used to configure and to 
control the operation of the processor. 
Configuration registers consist of nine 8-bits 
registers. Using an additional address decoder, 
they can be accessed by a PC. 

Data transfer between processor's buffers and 
external devices is done by using asynchronous 
handshaking protocol through the transfer inlout port. 
There are three handshake lines and one data line. 
Transfer process is initiated from the processor by its 
busy and request signals. 

The data-monitor port is used to monitor processed 
data or difference between delayed and processed 
data for further processing. This features are useful in 
thinning (to monitor convergence), template 
matching operations (to monitor patterns' locations), 
etc. 

3 Parallel Processing Features 

Switch Matrix is used to control data flow at image TMPSXSTIM has four parallel modes as illustrated 
buffers, transfer inlout ports, data-monitor port, in Figure 3. From these modes, the processors can be 
and parallel port. Switch matrix is also used to 

Figure 2 Processor Architecture 
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Figure 3 Parallel Modes of TMPSXSTIM 
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configured into six parallel configurations as can be 
seen in Table 1. In each parallel mode, one processor 
has to be defined as a master and another processor(s) 
as slave. The master processor will generate 
synchronisation signal to the slave processor(s), so 
two or more operations can be done simultaneously. 
Together with the output mode block, these features 
make the processor have capability to perform a 
broad range of morphological and template matching 
operations. This mode also supports parallel thinning 
operations, as described in [2], in which three 
processors running in parallel. 

4 Design Implementation and 
Performance 

and template matching operation, and now it is used 
in the path planning research [3]. 

5 Conclusion 

A new processor architecture for morphological and 
template matching operations has been described in 
this paper. The processor was fabricated in 0.8 pm 
CMOS Gate Array technology and has capability to 
process maximum 1024x 1024 pixels binary image 
with 5x5 template size in a speed of 200 ns per pixel 
at 10 MHz clock rates. Two or more processors can 
be configured into six parallel configurations make 
this processor able to perform a broad range of 
morphological and template matching operations. 

The chip has been fabricated in 0.8 pm CMOS Gate 
Array technology and verified to work at 10 MHz For future development, a work will be done to 

clock speed. At this clock speed, processor's data design a job sequencer chip to control the processors' 

output rate is 5 Mbits data per second. The detailed operation, instead of using a PC, so processor 

specifications are shown in Table 2. configuration time will be reduced. 
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Table 1 Parallel Configurations of TMPSXSTI M 

I I Master I Slave 1 Source I Destination I I Outout Mode 

Table 2 Processor Specifications 
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